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Hi MarcAndre,
Here's the March edition of our Librex Newsletter, which has the goal of keeping you informed
about various Librex best practices and presenting you some of our new features.

Quickly Identify Your Documents
The latest Librex release (3.22) includes multiple
enhancements that raise the performance of the automatic
document type recognition logic. We've optimized our
infrastructure to cover scenarios with a lot of potential
document models.
For example, if you try to differentiate hundreds of invoices
with the same configuration (text extraction or other type),
our recognition logic now uses a consolidated extraction
zone. This unified zone includes all the potential locations
of the different texts used for the recognition of those
hundreds of invoices (or uses a full page extraction if
preferred by the optimization algorithm). Then, this
consolidated zone is transferred only once to the optical
character recognition tool, and the result is returned to
Librex for validation.
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With this architecture, the document recognition logic is
almost as quick for scenarios with hundreds of potential
document types as for scenarios with a single potential
type. This performance gain, used along various recent
enhancements to our value converters and validators, can
help you manage complex scenarios like, for example,
supplier invoices automatic processing.

Save disk space
Did you know that Librex offers you the possibility to define
the compression format and compression level of your
documents?
Using the twainFileTransfertCompression environment
variable, you can define the compression type (Packbits,
JPEG, JBIG...) to use when scanning a document. Also,
using the tifQuality environement variable, you may select
the percentage to which your scanned TIF file should be
compressed with JPEG TTN2. By default, this value is
defined to 75% but you may raise or lower it depending on
your requirements.
Often, and depending on the norms that apply to your
organization, it's possible to raise the compression level
with a very minimal impact on the quality of the displayed
document. Doing so, you'll lower the disk space required
to manage your documents.
For more information about environement variables, visit
the following page: Librex Environment Variables

Thank you for reading our Librex newsletter. We
appreciate your interest in our solution and invite you to
contact us for any question.
We also invite you to follow us on Twitter or like us
on Facebook to get all the latest news on Corium and
Librex.
To consult the complete Librex documentation, visit our
Librex Documentation Portal
If you would like to read the past editions of our Librex
newsletter, we invite you to visit the following page: Librex
Newsletter
Finally, if you think some of your contacts would be
interested to subscribe to our Librex newsletter, feel free
http://info.coriumsoft.com/librexnewslettermarch2014

to invite them to subscribe here: Subscribe to Librex
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to invite them to subscribe here: Subscribe to Librex
Newsletter
MarcAndre Chartrand
VicePresident, Business Solutions
mchartrand@coriumsoft.com

1(800)6617899
Share
librex@coriumsoft.com
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